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CONTROL
YOUR HOME
COMPANY PROFILE

Our Sub-Supplier Partners

Depending on the authorized training center
from KNX association - Belgium in order to
provide and graduate a professional staff in
developing the idea of home automation which will
cope with daily required jobs.
QUARTZ target is to protect your expansive
facilities by providing professional services
Due to the increase in
that will expose the virtues of intelligent
demanding of more securities
control of your properties.
and reducing in energy bills Quartz
offers an easier lifestyle with the help
of Innovative solutions in order the costs
of energy will became affordable to
anyone.
QUARTZ is able to offer significant
services in training, designing,
supplying, programming and
consulting.

INTO QUARTZ MIND

QUARTZ one of the
leading companies in control
systems and home automtion.

SERVICES

OUR SERVICES

TRAINING. DESIGNING. SUPPLYING. PROGRAMING. CONSULTING. TESTING. SUPPORTING

TRAINING

We run open days for new and existing customers offering a wide range of
courses. With the help of the only licensed tutor in Jordan, we are able to keep up
to our promises of preparing you very well to get into the KNX circle.

SUPPLYING

We supply the latest KNX compatible home automation hardware and software
with full technical support. Our network of manufacturers will offer you an
excellent range of products to choose from.

CONSULTING

Our highly trained technical support team with our certified KNX tutor are experts
in KNX products and in implementing complex projects with customization of
individual components.

SUPPORTING

We believe that great service is an essential part of our aims. To provide you total
satisfaction, we have a staff passionate service people at your service.

PROGRAMING

We are capable of programming any home automation devices. Whether you are
installing it for the first time or fixing an old existing system.

TESTING AND

We offer professional expertise in the maintenance, testing and commissioning
services of control systems for various facilities levels.

DESIGNING

We are able to offer the most flexible and cost cutting designs that will meet your
expectations. Our highly skilled and experienced engineers tackle each project
independently as they understand each project's needs and its own set of unique
solutions.

COMMISSIONING

KNX TRAINING CENTER

Top quality training boards . 98% exam pass rate. Real life training conditions. Best KNX training prices in the Middle East

Quartz training center is focused and dedicated to develop a greater understanding of KNX technology and to train
individuals from different sectors to give them the exact knowledge in KNX technology, we are offering top quality
KNX courses to all those like to participate in KNX community with the first and the only accredited trainer in Jordan
certified from Siemens-Germany.
Adding a KNX certification, will allow you to increase your skills and become a member of the most recognized home
automation technology in the world.

KNX TRAINING CENTER

KNX TRAINING CENTER

OUR
SYSTEMS

OUR SYSTEMS

Home Automation - KNX

KNX is a worldwide standardized home automation protocol. Imagine walking into a room and after pressing a
button, the lights dim, the temperature gets a little lower and your favorite music starts to play. Essentially, it is a way
of allowing an assortment of different equipment in your house to communicate and automatically change the way
they run.

Home Automation - Z-Wave

Z-Wave is a wireless communication technology that is used in security systems and also business and home automation. Control your home with Z-Wave enabled wireless technology including locks, security systems, lighting, heating,
cooling and home appliances.

Security Systems

The most basic definition of any security system is found in its name. It is literally a means or method by which
something is secured through a system of interworking components and devices.

Intercom

Whether you want to broadcast messages to your kids at home, or you want to answer your front door from your
smartphone, we carry the top intercom products you need to turn that idea into reality.

CCTV

It is crucial to take security seriously in this day and age. It is not just businesses and commercial properties that need
good security but it is our homes too. Security cameras are a great way to provide security for your home or workplace.

Networking

In information technology, networking is the construction, design and use of a network including the physical
(cabling, hub, bridge, switch, router and so forth)

Visualization grants you peace of mind by providing

a convenience & accessible

solution from inside & outside the house

You build your home once,
so think twice before building your dream home

ENERGY SAVING SOLUTIONS
+962 79 7275001
+962 788855542
P.O.Box 249 Amman 11831 Jordan
welcome@quartz-jo.com
www.quartz-jo.com

